MEETING IN BOLOGNA
A trio of news:
new exhibition site, new date of the event
and…
NEW RICCINI PRODUCT!

Riccini, for several years now, consider H2O fairground as one of its most traditional and
unmissable events.
The 2014 edition, placed in the new site of Bologna and in a new collocation in the
calendar, no longer in May but in October, represents an excellent opportunity to see and
know the new SUPERFLUID pipe.

Some images about the Riccini stand H2O 2012 edition
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This new and extraordinary pipe for sewage networks will be displayed in our stand (hall 30 –
stand B47C84).
SUPERFLUID represents, in the field of polyethylene double wall pipes for sewage systems, a
true evolution of the species, a leap ahead.
Next RICCINEWS will furnish other details on SUPERFLUID, the first of a new species!
After all, Riccini DNA is characterised by the genes of innovation, technological
development, research of excellence; for this reason our pipes, we say that without false
modesty, are among the most high quality-level products in the national panorama and
even beyond.
We produce high modulus polypropylene (PPHM) and polyethylene (PEHD-PE100 and PEBD)
pipes with structured double wall, with triple layer compact wall or full wall for sewage
systems, irrigation, pressurised transport of drinkable water and gas, geothermal probes,
no-dig technology works, traditional or cladded drainage pipes, water wells and thermal
wells, Riccini range of products contains also slotted and micro-slotted pipes for draining,
leachates collection, biogas intakes, wastewater disposal, sub horizontal drains as well as
corrugated double wall cable conduits in HDPE (in spools or bars) for electric or
telecommunication networks, mono tubes and triple tubes in PE for telecommunication
networks in optical fibre, fittings and special pieces for our pipes, inspection wells.

The historic location in Ponte Felcino (PG) The new location in San Martino in Campo (PG)

More than sixty years of experience, many years of success in markets of different sectors,
continuous evolution, engagement in research, coherence with a company philosophy
made of seriousness, attention towards clients, reliability, competence, ability to read and
understand the market needs, continuous exchange relation with operators, designers,
technicians, research institutions, raw material manufacturers…
You can find all that in our products, in their ability of being answers to your requests; all that
is summarized in our motto: “Simplify your work is our job!”…
For all that, when visiting our stand, you will be welcomed by the smile of someone who is
proud about his job, happy to show it to you, sure about meeting your interest and your
esteem.

See you in Bologna!

